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**Newsletter improvements!**

Your voices have been heard! Curriculum updates now include summaries of changes to existing course and program information. You may still access a more detailed view of each program by navigating through individual committee agendas linked above the curriculum listings.

As always, if you have items or features you would like to see added to an upcoming newsletter, please email Jamie Grimes at jgrimes8@kennesaw.edu.

**How do I create sections for special topics and directed study courses?**

The university is moving away from paper forms for special topics and directed studies courses. These forms are now available through Curriculog.

If you have any questions about the processes for creating sections of these course types, please contact the Registrar’s Office.

**Curriculog Trainings and Assistance**

In addition to the mandatory online Curriculog trainings, we now offer a variety of opportunities to address more specific user questions. At any time, you can request group workshop sessions by completing the online request form found on the Curriculum website at http://curriculum.kennesaw.edu/curriculog/training_workshops.php.

Additionally, we have increased our presence on the Marietta campus. You can request assistance 9am to 5pm on Tuesdays and Wednesdays, or set up a time to stop by Norton R2 - 324.
Undergraduate Curriculum Notes: January 2016

UPCC Agendas
January 14:  https://kennesaw.curriculog.com/agenda:342/form

New Courses
- DWMA 2050: Digital Collaboration
- DWMA 2170: Introduction to Digital Media and Culture
- DWMA 3400: Front-End Development I
- DWMA 3430: Visual Design I for Content Creators
- DWMA 3800: Front-End Development II
- DWMA 4430: Visual Design II for Content Creators
- DWMA 4500: Front-End Development III
- DWMA 4800: Project Portfolio
- ENTR 4001: Entrepreneurial Mind
- ENTR 4002: Venture Creation
- ENTR 4003: Venture Funding
- ENTR 4004: Venture Commercialization
- ENTR 4400: Directed Study
- ENTR 4490: Special Topics in Entrepreneurship
- HEBR 1001: Introduction to Hebrew Language and Culture I
- HEBR 1002: Introduction to Hebrew Language and Culture II
- HEBR 2001: Intermediate Hebrew Language and Culture I
- HEBR 2002: Intermediate Hebrew Language and Culture II
- HEBR 2050: Introduction to Biblical Hebrew
- ISYE 1000: Introduction to Industrial & Systems Engineering
- ISYE 3125: Statistical Quality Control
- ISYE 3150: Design & Improvement of Quality Processes
- ISYE 3350: Logistics & Supply Chain Systems
- ISYE 3407: Six Sigma and Lean Manufacturing
- ISYE 3450: Human Factors Engineering
- ISYE 4250: Manufacturing & Service Systems
- ISYE 4320: Advanced Logistics
- ISYE 4425: Facilities Planning & Material Handling
- MUSI 1120: Music Theory I Intensive
- MUSI 4419: Introduction to Schenker
- PSYC 4498: Capstone Internship in Psychology
- TCOM 2002: Productivity Tools and Technologies for Technical Communications
- TCOM 2010: Technical Writing
- TCOM 2030: Research in Technical Communication
- TCOM 3020: Designing Effective Proposals
- TCOM 3030: Instructional Design
- TCOM 3045: Fundamentals of Information Design
- TCOM 3070: User Assistance
- TCOM 3130: Technical Communication: Theory, Ethics, and Practice
- TCOM 3145: Designing Social Media Infrastructure
- TCOM 3245: SEO and Analytics for Technical Communicators
- TCOM 3398: Internship
- TCOM 4000: Technical Editing
• TCOM 4045: Multi-Media for Technical Communicators
• TCOM 4050: Instructional Video for Technical Communicators
• TCOM 4120: Usability Testing
• TCOM 4400: Directed Study
• TCOM 4490: Special Topics in Technical Communication

Course Changes
• BED 4422: Credit hours changed from 2-1-2 to 2-3-3. Prerequisites changed to “SCED 2421, Preservice Certification and Admission to Year-long Clinical Experience.”
• BED 4660: Course title changed to “Yearlong Clinical Experience.” Corequisites changed to “BIOL 4399, INED 3306, INED 4436.” Course description changed to better reflect the content of the course.
• CHED 4422: Credit hours changed from 2-1-2 to 2-3-3. Prerequisites changed to “SCED 2421, Preservice Certification and Admission to Year-long Clinical Experience.” Course description updated to better reflect the content of the course.
• CHED 4660: Course title changed to “Yearlong Clinical Experience.” CHED 4650 removed from prerequisites/corequisites.
• ECE 3350: Prerequisites changed to “a grade of ‘C’ or better in ENGL 1102.”
• EDRD 4409: Prerequisites changed to “grades of ‘C’ or better in EDUC 2110 and one of the following: ENGL 2110, 2111, 2112, 2120, 2130, 2131, 2132, 2300.”
• EDRD 4411: Prerequisites changed to “EDRD 3320 or EDUC 2110, and ENGL 2271.”
• EDUC 3302: Prerequisites changed to “admission to the Teacher Education Program.”
• ES 2200: The 2.75 Institutional GPA requirement removed from prerequisites.
• ES 2300: The 2.75 Institutional GPA requirement removed from prerequisites.
• ES 2500: The 2.75 Institutional GPA requirement removed from prerequisites.
• ES 3100: The 2.75 Institutional GPA requirement removed from prerequisites.
• ES 3200: The 2.75 Institutional GPA requirement removed from prerequisites.
• ES 3398: The 2.75 Institutional GPA requirement removed from prerequisites.
• ES 3600: The 2.75 Institutional GPA requirement removed from prerequisites.
• ES 3700: The 2.75 Institutional GPA requirement removed from prerequisites.
• ES 3750: The 2.75 Institutional GPA requirement removed from prerequisites.
• ES 3800: The 2.75 Institutional GPA requirement removed from prerequisites.
• ES 3900: The 2.75 Institutional GPA requirement removed from prerequisites.
• ES 4000: The 2.75 Institutional GPA requirement removed from prerequisites.
• ES 4200: The 2.75 Institutional GPA requirement removed from prerequisites.
• ES 4300: The 2.75 Institutional GPA requirement removed from prerequisites.
• ES 4500: The 2.75 Institutional GPA requirement removed from prerequisites.
• ES 4550: The 2.75 Institutional GPA requirement removed from prerequisites.
• ES 4600: The 2.75 Institutional GPA requirement removed from prerequisites.
• ES 4650: The 2.75 Institutional GPA requirement removed from prerequisites.
• ES 4700: The 2.75 Institutional GPA requirement removed from prerequisites.
• ES 4900: The 2.75 Institutional GPA requirement removed from prerequisites.
• ES 4950: The 2.75 Institutional GPA requirement removed from prerequisites.
• SYE 2600: Prefix changed to ISYE.
• SYE 3100: Prefix changed to ISYE.
• SYE 3120: Prefix changed to ISYE.
• SYE 3200: Prefix changed to ISYE.
• SYE 3398: Prefix changed to ISYE.
• SYE 3400: Prefix changed to ISYE.
• SYE 3501: Prefix changed to ISYE.
• SYE 3502: Prefix changed to ISYE.
• SYE 3600: Prefix changed to ISYE.
• SYE 3801: Prefix changed to ISYE.
• SYE 3802: Prefix changed to ISYE.
• SYE 3803: Prefix changed to ISYE.
• SYE 4200: Prefix changed to ISYE.
• SYE 4400: Prefix changed to ISYE.
• SYE 4490: Prefix changed to ISYE.
• SYE 4500: Prefix changed to ISYE.
• SYE 4501: Prefix changed to ISYE.
• SYE 4502: Prefix changed to ISYE.
• SYE 4503: Prefix changed to ISYE.
• SYE 4801: Prefix changed to ISYE.
• SYE 4802: Prefix changed to ISYE.
• SYE 4803: Prefix changed to ISYE.
• MATH 3000: Prerequisite changed to “grades of ‘C’ or better in MATH 2202 and (CS 1301 or CSE 1301 or CSE 1311).”
• MATH 3261: Prerequisite changed to “grades of ‘C’ or better in MATH 3260 and (CS 1301 or CSE 1301 or CSE 1311).”
• MATH 4345: Prerequisite changed to “grades of ‘C’ or better in MATH 2306 and (CS 1301 or CSE 1301 or CSE 1311).”
• MUSI 1122: Prerequisite changed to “a grade of ‘C’ or better in MUSI 1121 or MUSI 1120.”
• PHED 4422: Credit hours changed from 2-1-2 to 2-3-3. Prerequisites changed to “SCED 2421, Preservice Certification and Admission to Year-long Clinical Experience.” INED 3305 and INED 4435 replaced BED 4650 as corequisites.
• PHED 4660: Course title changed to “Yearlong Clinical Experience.” PHED 4650 removed from prerequisites/corequisites. Course description updated to better reflect the content of the class.
• SCED 3010: Credit hours changed from 2 to 3.

New Programs
• Entrepreneurship Minor
• Mechatronics Engineering Minor

Program Changes
• BA in New Media Arts: Program changed to BS in Interactive Design.
• BBA in Management: Four new courses added to the Major Field Electives.
• BS in Biology: Program updated the Education track to reflect the UTeach model adopted by science education faculty and approved by the BOR. This involved a slight adjustment to the credits for that track and the course sequence available to those students.Added new courses that were available due to consolidation and adjusted the tracks to reflect all of the current biology curriculum. Adjusted the Area F course language to reflect the USG Gen. Ed. mandate that departments cannot restrict (beyond what is already listed in the catalog) the courses that students take in Areas A and D. TBS in Psychology: Course options in the developmental area changed to only list PSYC 3305. PSYC 4498 added as a senior capstone option.
• BS in Chemistry: Program updated to reflect the focus on the Uteach model while staying with the BOR required credit structure.
• BS in Exercise Science: Admission GPA increased to 3.00.
• BS in Industrial & Systems Engineering: Prefixes changed for all courses. Twelve new courses added to the curriculum, five courses dropped.
• BS in Physics: Program updated to reflect the focus on the Uteach model while staying with the BOR required credit structure.
• BS in Technical Communication: Changes to the degree are a result of disentanglement committee recommendations brought on by consolidation. These changes help clarify the content and focus of the degree.
• Public History Certificate: HIST 4424 added as an elective. HIST 2270 changed to HIST 3100.

**Graduate Curriculum Notes: January 2016**

**GPCC Agenda**

**New Courses**
- EDUC 7750: Differentiation, Academic Language, and Assessment in Middle and Secondary Classrooms

**Course Changes**
- COM 7200: Foundations in Communication Theory and Research
- COM 7900: Integrated Global Communication Capstone
- EDUC 7700: Course title changed to “Reflective Inquiry for Transformative Teaching and Learning.” Course description updated to better reflect the content of the course.
- EDUC 7752: Course title changed to “Transformative Teaching and Learning With Families and Communities.” Course description updated to better reflect the content of the course.
- EDUC 7797: Course title changed to “Capstone in Middle and Secondary Grades Education.” Prerequisites changed to “EDRS 8000.” Course description updated to better reflect the content of the course.
- IS 8305: Course number changed. Course title changed to “Foundations of Information Security.”
- IS 8320: Course number changed. Prerequisites changed to “Full admission to the MSIS program or permission of the graduate program director.”
- IS 8330: Course number changed.
- NURS 7725: Update to course objectives.
- NURS 7755: Update to course objectives.
- NURS 7765: Update to course objectives.
- NURS 8800: Update to course objectives.
- NURS 8805: Update to course objectives.
- NURS 8830: Course description updated to better reflect the content of the course. Update to course objectives.
- PAD 6250: Course description updated to better reflect the content of the course.

**Course Discontinuations**
- COM 7800: Colloquium in Global Communication

**Program Changes**
- Certificate in Information Security and Assurance: Removed three hours replaced with required course IS 8320. Provided an option in taking IS 8200 or IS 8305. Added equivalency for IT 6823 to IS 8310. Added equivalency for IT 6583 to IS 8330.
- Dual Degree MBA-MSIS: Program revised to reflect earlier changes made to the MSIS curriculum.
- MA in Integrated Global Communication: Deleted COM 7800 from curriculum and added COM 6670. Changed from a premium tuition to regular graduate tuition program.
- MED in Middle Grades Education: Fixed core of professional sequence courses with no more endorsement course substitutions. Suggested courses list added. Space made for elective courses in each program of study.
- Structured 20 hours of required field experience in each of the professional sequence courses. Program starts in Spring semester instead of Summer.
- MED in Secondary Education: Fixed core of professional sequence courses with no more endorsement course substitutions. Suggested courses list added. Space made for elective courses in each program of study.
- Structured 20 hours of required field experience in each of the professional sequence courses. Program starts
in Spring semester instead of Summer.
• MS in Advanced Care Management and Leadership: Program name changed to “Leadership in Nursing.”
• MS in Engineering Technology: Name changed to “Applied Engineering.”
• MS in Information Systems: Equivalencies to courses added from the merger with SPSU were identified by faculty. 1) Added equivalency for IT 6823 Information Security Concepts & Administration to IS 8310 Governance, Risk Management, and Compliance. 2) Added equivalency for IT 6583 Business Continuity Planning and Implementation to IS 8330 Disaster Recovery/Business Continuity Planning. 3) Updated course numbers: a) Renumbered IS 8110 to IS 8305. b) Renumbered IS 8940 to IS 8330.

**Upcoming University-Level Curriculum Meetings**

**Undergraduate Policies & Curriculum**
- February 11
- February 25
- March 10
- March 24
- April 14
- April 28

**Graduate Policies & Curriculum**
- February 3
- March 2
- April 13

**General Education**
- February 17
- March 16
- April 20

http://kennesaw.edu/gpcc/schedule20152016.html

http://curriculum.kennesaw.edu/gened/council.php#schedule

**Curriculum Contacts**

For questions concerning curriculum at KSU, please contact:

Dr. Valerie Whittlesey, Associate Vice President for Curriculum: vwhittle@kennesaw.edu

Mr. Jamie Grimes, Manager of Curriculum Systems and Academic Affairs Webmaster: jgrimes8@kennesaw.edu

Ms. Amy Vasinko, Assistant Manager of Curriculum Systems: avasinko@kennesaw.edu

Ms. Marilee McClure, Curriculum Data Editor: mmclure@kennesaw.edu

For questions about curriculum approval procedures, please contact the chairs of the UPCC or GPCC.

For assistance with the Curriculog Curriculum Management Solution, please contact the system administrators at curriculog@kennesaw.edu.

If you would like to arrange for group workshops, please initiate the process through the online request form found at http://curriculum.kennesaw.edu/curriculog/training_workshops.php.